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Our readers are made

Gas to Power Journal is a news website for the gas and power industry, provides analysis
and insight on the downstream section of the gas-value-chain focussing on gas-fired power
generation.

up of industry insiders
from chief executives to
project engineers and
analysts. Many of the

The Journal covers technical innovations for gas-fired power plants and tracks commercial
project development through the stages of planning, project finance, construction and gas
supply to the plant. Trading and pricing trends on electricity and gas
markets are highlighted.

CEOs, engineers and
senior executives have
contributed papers about
major developments and
strategies across the power
generation business

The publication also sheds light on the regulatory and
policy developments that impact on security of gas
supply and that may prompt a shift in demand patterns.

WEBSITE TRAFFIC:
Website unique monthly
visits approx. 8,000

Focusing on power generation technologies fuelled by
gas, we cover the latest innovations in turbine, engine
and fuel cell design and connect power producers, utilities,
resellers and suppliers across markets.

Website total monthly
visits approx. 16,000
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WEBSITE TRAFFIC & DEMOGRAPHICS
Our readers are made up of industry insiders from chief executives to project engineers and analysts. Many of the CEOs, engineers
and senior executives have also contributed papers to the Journal, writing about major developments and strategies across the power
generation business.

WEBSITE TRAFFIC:
Website unique monthly visits approx.
Website total monthly visits approx.

8,000
16,000

Our readers
By industry

By region
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Energy companies, utilities, power plant operators
Turbine & OEM Equipment
Engineering and maintenance companies
Oil and gas companies
Financial companies, investment banks
Consultancy companies and lawyers
Governmental bodies, authorities, associations
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WEBSITE BANNERS
leaderboard banner 728W x 90H px

Top banner 468W x 60H px

Skyscraper (top) 160W x 600H px

Skyscraper (bottom) 160W x 600H px

Small banner 170W x 50H px
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DAILY E-NEWSLETTER
Top banner 590W x 60H px

Insertion banner 390W x 130H px

Advertising Message Banner 600W x 160H px
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EDITORIAL COVERAGE

Gas Power Technology Quarterly Features
n
Engine,Turbine & Fuel Cells
n
Heat Recovery & CHP
n
Maintenance & Retrofit
n
Demand Site Response & Smart Grid
n
Biogas & Alternative Technologies

Gas to Power Journal Features
n
Project & Finance
n
Technology & Innovation
n
Markets
n
Regulation & Policy
Companies which would benefit from advertising
n Gas Suppliers/NOCs/IOCs

n Government and Industry Regulators

n Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)

n Power Plant Operators

n Gas Turbine/Rotating Equipment Manufacturers

n Investment Banks

n Utilities Companies

n Engineering, Design and Construction

n Risk & Insurance Companies

n Power Generation/Transmission Companies

n Companies responsible for construction,

n Law firms and consultancy companies

n Gas Storage and Processing Organisations

n Operations, and maintenance of power plants
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ADVERTISING OPTIONS AND RATES
Website banners

Unique monthly visits 8,000
Total monthly visits 16,000

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Leader board

728W x 90H px

€2,395

€5,895

€11,295

€13,895

Top banner

468W x 60H px

€1,995

€5,195

€6,295

€10,595

Skyscraper (top and bottom) 160W x 600H px

€1,995

€5,195

€6,295

€10,595

Small Banner

€695

€1,095

€1,595

€3,095

170W x 50H px

Daily e-newsletter

Sent out to over 12,000
contacts in the GTP database

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Top Banner

590W x 60H px

€1,995

€3,095

€5,095

€7,895

Insertion Banner

390W x 130H px

€1,595

€2,295

€3,795

€5,695

Advertising Message Banner

600W x 160H px

€2,995

€4,695

€7,895

€12,395

E-blast - €2,995

White paper - €995

An E-blast is an electronic mail sent out to all
contacts in the GTP database made up of most of
the companies that are involved in the gas to power
industry and the key people within these companies.

A white paper is a report or guide informing in
a concise manner about an issue and presenting
the issuing body’s philosophy on the matter.
You can reach our website visitors for important
announcements and documents which can be
archived for an entire year.
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ew Delhi clearly seeks to expand its political and economic ties with Doha beyond a
simply buyer and supplier relation. Minister Pradhan is even trying to push Doha,
suggesting there is a [time] window, if they want to have a long-term
off-take assurance. “They can deal with our stranded power plants, from
end to end they can give some solution," he told local reporters.
India is beset by chronic power shortages given that much of its installed gas-fired power generation capacity is lying idle. Shortages of
domestic gas supply are part of the problem, so the government hopes
that importing LNG could solve this issue.
However, for regasified LNG to compete with coal as a fuel source in
India’s competitive power market, the price of LNG needs to be attractive. Assertive Indian buyers are seeking to secure spot cargoes at US$5-

N

6/mmBtu while the government in Delhi hopes to lock a price even
lower than that in any new term deal with suppliers.

Assertive buyers eye US LNG
GAIL said it expects to import 55 LNG cargoes during 2016-17, having
signed a time-swap deal with Swiss trader Gunvor in March this year to
sell some of its US LNG.
“With this move, GAIL tries to ease the burden of its costly contracted LNG supplies that have become somewhat unattractive after a
sharp fall in Asian spot prices rendered US gas exports more expensive
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Sembcorp increases stake in India
renewable energy business
Strengthening its presence in India, Sembcorp Industries of Singapore announced
it is acquiring IDFC Private Equity Fund III (IDFC)’s remaining stake in Sembcorp
Green Infra (SGI), for INR 1410.2 Crores (about S$301 million). Sembcorp CEO Said
Neil McGregor said the deal will “increase our investment in a wind and solar
generation portfolio that complements our thermal power assets in the country.”
GI, a renewable energy business, has close to
1,200 MW of wind and solar power capacity
in operation and under development. Moreover, it was awarded 250 MW in India’s first
national wind power tender earlier this year.
As of end-2016, SGI’s net asset value and net tangible value were S$427.6 million and S$429.9 million
respectively. Net profit in 2016 was approximately
S$39.0 million.
“Strengthening our investment in renewables will
also help us stay abreast of advances in greener power
generation, and will enable us to deliver electricity to
our customers in an increasingly sustainable manner,”
McGregor said.
Sembcorp will fund the acquisition through a mix

S

144 mm
x 22.5 mm

of internal funds and borrowing, with payment to be
settles in Indian rupees. Completion of the deal is
planned for the first quarter of 2018.
n

AGENDA
FINANCING
Nigeria: Egbin owners
struggle to find $1.2bn
credit line
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FM, which bought a stake of Ecogen in
2003, declined to comment on the proposed
divestment. Under the hammer will be Ecogen’s Newport and Jeeralang plants which
are estimated to be worth up to A$1.5 billion
($1.2 billion).
Newport (510 MW) is an intermediate load
plant located on the west bank of the Yarra
River, approximately 6km south-west of Melbourne. Jeeralang is a peaking plant located in
the Latrobe Valley that consist of seven gas
turbines configured to operate in single cycle
mode. Unit A has a capacity 220 MW, and unit
B another 240 MW.
The valuation of the two power stations,
with a combined capacity of nearly 1,000 MW,
crucially depends on the terms of their gas supply contracts. The price of gas as a fuel for
power generation has skyrocketed in Australia
lately, so is Ecogen’s gas supply contracts were
to expire it will face higher fuel costs which
could cap the sale proceeds for the power stations. Furthermore, Ecogen’s long-term hedge
for electricity prices with EnergyAustralia is
set to expire in 2019, exacerbating the uncertainty about future cash flow.
Putting a brave face on it, seller of the Newport and Jeeralang power stations remarked the

I

two flexible plants are vital to stabilize the grid
in southeastern Australia as coal-fired power
plants are being retired.
Apart from EnergyAustralia, other bidders
for the two gas peaking plants could include,
AGL Energy, Alinta and Origin Energy, analysts told Reuters.

Regulatory uncertainty propels up
energy prices
Uncertain energy policies and regulations in
Australia, particularly regarding renewable deployment and the use of Queensland’s coal
seam gas for domestic needs, has been causing
significant volatility in wholesale gas and
power prices.
“EnergyAustralia is both a
buyer and seller in
the wholesale market and in times of
high volatility the
prospective value
of those energy
contracts can vary
significantly,”
Michael Kadoorie,
chairman of Ener-

gyAustralia’s Hong Kong parent, CLP Holdings, commented when presenting the H1-2017
earnings in early August. At the time, the utility reported an 18% drop in its H1-2017 net
profits to $129 million, mainly because the increase in the price of gas and electricity purchased by its retail business offset the revenue
from its power plants.
Calling for a concerted move of policy makers and energy industry, EnergyAustralia managing director Catherine Tanna said record high
electricity prices and brownouts were a clear
sign that utilities “simply must continue to invest
in new supplies of cleaner energy, to underpin
the system as existing coal plants are retired." n
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Jeeralang and Newport power stations

Eager to expand its foothold in the power sector, the Russian gas giant Gazprom has formulated strategy for
the group’s electricity generating assets between 2018 and 2027. Today, Gazprom’s plants provide for about
16% of the electricity in Russia’s Unified Energy System, running primarily on proprietary gas.
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MARKETS
Spain’s gas-burn for
power gen surges 60%
in August
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Siemens demonstrates
“islanded grid” based
on renewables
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2G Energy launches
low-emission CHP
systems
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azprom said its updated power
generation strategy will take into
account the need for further modernization of the existing generating capacities and for continued synergy
between the gas and power businesses.
The Russian gas giant stated it as “largely

G

accomplished” its current goals given that it
has “successfully entered the power business
and created Russia’s largest power holding
company.” Gazprom said its power companies
show stable growth coupled with declining
debt load. Aggregate revenue tripled in 2016,
compared to 2017, amounting to around RUB
530 billion ($9.07bn). EBITA increased fivefold over the same period
to RUB 80 billion.
Going forward, Gazprom wants to
fulfill the final parts of its new-build
obligations is assumed under capacity supply agreements (CSA) when
entering into the Russian power business. The company is currently building its last CSA-based generating
facility – the Grozny thermal power
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plant with a capacity of 360 MW. The facility
is expected to come online in 2018.
The total investments in CSA-based projects to date exceeded RUB 450 billion.
Out of about 9 GW planned capacities, several units with a combined capacity of 8.5 GW
are already operational, including the “innovative gas combined-cycle CCGT-800 at the
Kirishi SDPP and the coal-fired power unit
STU-330 at the Novocherkassk SDPP.”
In addition to constructing new generating
facilities, Gazprom decommissions capacities
that are no longer useful, which helps, inter
alia, boost fuel efficiency, bolster competitiveness in the electricity markets, and reduce
emissions. In 2007–2016, obsolete generating
facilities with a total capacity of 3.6 GW were
decommissioned.
n

owards the end of the summer, drought
tends to have depleted most of Spain’s
hydro power reservoirs, leaving the
country dependent on imported LNG
that is regasified for industrial use and as a fuel
for power generation. Wind and solar power, in
contrast, are intermittent in output so they cannot be counted on as baseload power.
The month of August ended with Spain’s
demand for natural gas reaching 25,100 GW,
up 18% compared with the same month the
previous year. Enagas stressed, “this percentage was the highest monthly growth figure in
the summer period since 2008, and exceeds the
figure recorded in July of this year.”
Conventional demand – destined for domes-

T

Cover position

tic, commercial and industrial consumption – finished August up 4.5% and exceeded 17,300 GWh, an all-time high for
this month. This increase was mainly the
result of the greater use of natural gas by
industry, which grew by about 6%, Enagas said. Consumption rose in most industrial sectors, particularly in the paper
and metallurgy industries
In July, Spain’s gas demand had
reached another record, growing by
17%. The consumption of gas for electricity generation broke records in July with
approximately 8,200 GWh, the highest figure
since February 2012.
For a 10-day period in July, gas-fired com-

Enagas' Cartagena LNG regas terminal

bined cycle power stations became the primary
source of power generation due to very low hydroelectric production the scheduled shutdown
of one of Spain’s nuclear power stations.
n

Having moved to a competitive market, Mexico’s Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE) released its first
monthly price report on August 18 which shows that Mexican marketers sold gas at $4.10/mmBtu on average
in July. CENAGAS, Mexico’s pipeline system operator also launched its natural gas capacity reservation
system with electronic bulletin boards for posting natural gas flows.
rice reports and greater transparency will be instrumental
in establishing regional price
indices at market hubs,” analysts from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) commented.
CRE’s price index system captures data on
day-ahead spot sales and for each transaction,
marketers are required to report the volume,
price per gigajoule, storage and transportation
costs. For now, the regulator will compile the
information submitted for each day and publish
non-proprietary information in a monthly public report on its website within 15 business
days after the end of each month.

that PEMEX could charge for natural gas. This
price cap used to be based on a combination of
the U.S. Henry Hub natural gas futures prices,
published distribution plant prices at Reynosa
(near the U.S. border and the Gulf of Mexico),
and transportation costs.
“Eliminating the price cap allows economic
agents other than PEMEX to offer supply options and for natural gas to be sold in Mexico
on a competitive-market basis. This shift has
also led to increasing Mexican production of
natural gas,” EIA analysts said.

selling 79% of available auction blocks. Mexico
plans to hold two more auctions in early 2018.
According to Natural Gas Intelligence,
the last capped prices published in June were
$2.95/mmBtu at Reynosa and $3.21/mmBtu
at Ciudad PEMEX. These prices were
$1.15/mmBtu and $0.89/mmBtu lower,
respectively, than the average July competitive-market price.
However,CRE said in a statement that the
IPGN is neither a regulated price nor a mandatory reference. In the long term, CRE may stop
publishing the natural gas price indices once
enough market information—such as independently developed price indices at market
hubs—is available for participants to make
informed decisions.
n
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Four pricing hubs identified

Two more auctions in early 2018

Since the price cap was removed, Mexico has
held three rounds of upstream auctions for oil and
natural gas exploration in June and July 2017,
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Mexico’s national energy ministry (SENER)
has identified four potential pricing hubs located at the convergence of natural gas
pipelines where most trading is likely to occur:
• Los Ramones (near the industry-intense city
of Monterrey),
• Encino (in the northern state of Chihuahua),
• Bajío (near Mexico City), and
• Cactus (in the southern state of Chiapas).
Transparent price reporting at those four hubs
not only enables traders to take the arbitrage,
but also initiates physical gas flows to balance
supply and demand.
CRE initiated a competitive gas market on
June 16, 2017, when it removed the price cap

PROJECTS
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Czech utility Energetický a Průmyslový Holding (EPH) has taken over operation of the Langage combinedcycle gas turbine (CCGT) from Centrica. The parent company of British Gas had chosen to divest Langage,
together with the South Humber Bank CCGT as part of a £318m deal as it seeks to focus more on energy
storage and distributed generation.
PH owns and operates a diverse power
plant portfolio in Czech Republic, the
Slovak Republic, Germany, Italy, the
UK, Hungary and Poland. With the acquisition of two CCGTs from Centrica, the
Czech utility seeks to expand its foothold in
Britain, where it already owns the Eggborough
and Lynemouth power stations.
Together, the Langage and South Humber
Bank CCGT have a capacity of 2.3 GW; both
stations will be operated by EP UK Investments Ltd. “Langage has a key role to play in
helping secure the UK's energy requirements
over the coming years, and we aim to ensure
ongoing safe and reliable operation of the
plant,” an EPH spokesman said.
EHP, controlled by the billionaire Daniel
Kretinsky, has been keen to
purchase flexible power
generating assets outside of
its Czech home market.
Both the Langage and
South Humber have contracts in place with National Grid to provide
back-up electricity at short
notice, if and when needed,
over the next five years.

Remuneration for providing balancing energy
gives the plant operator a stable stream of revenue, and some visibility on future profits.
At the Eggborough site in North Yorkshire,
EPH is looking to develop a new 2,500 MW
gas-fired power plant. The Lynemouth facility
in Northumberland, meanwhile, is set to be
converted to biomass combustion which is
meant to produce up to 2.3TWh of electricity.

Centrica shifts focus on
decentralized gensets
For Centrica, the sale of the Langage and
South Humber Bank assets come as part of a
strategic shift from centralized power stations
towards smaller, decentralized units that are
often driven by engines, rather than gas tur-

bines. These fast-ramping, decentralised units
can be built together with energy storage system in order to accommodate Britain’s growing
demand for backup energy at a local level.
“There is a trend of less value being generated by centralized power [e.g. large combined-cycle gas turbine units] so we have
converted a number of these into more flexible
open-cycle (OCGT) units,” Centrica’s Merchant Power Director, Mark Futyan said earlier
at an industry event at the Finish embassy in
London.
One of these fast-ramp gas power plants is
Centrica’s Brigg and Peterborough Project
(2x50 MW), based on five Wärtsilä 34SG gas
engines. The other decentralized energy project
is Centrica’s 49-MW Roosecote battery storage, based on Unica technology.
Investment in its “customer facing business” is high on Centrica’s agenda, and decentralized power units together with energy
storage can help empower local communities.
Particularly if the decision whether to dispatch
the plant, or not, is made at a local level. Flexible peaking units – both large and small – are
another area where Centrica is explicitly seeking opportunities in the fiercely competitive
British energy wholesale market.
n

MHIET to deliver 147 genset to Indonesia
Indonesia’s PT PLN (Persero) has ordered 147 units of MGS Series gensets, produced by Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Engine & Turbocharger (MHIET), to be deployed across the island nation in stand-alone power
systems. The units are planned to progressively go into service in 22 districts of Kalimantan and Sulawesi
by mid-2018.
ndonesia, an nation of more than 13,000 islands, has difficulties to supply electricity
to remote regions from large, centralized
power station. Off-grid, stand-alone gensets
help bridge this gap. Drawing on Indonesia’s
large oil resources, PLN is keen to initially fuel
the gensets with diesel but may later convert,
or retrofit them to run on natural gas.
The gensets on order are the MGS1500C,
which provide a continuous output of 1.2 MW.
Due to their high-speed operation, their engines are small in size and light in weight for
units delivering output of this scope.
Manufacture and shipment of the 147 engines on order will be completed by the end of
September, MHIET said.
In Indonesia, the Mitsubishi subsidiary

I

MHIES-A [Asia] will procure the necessary
generators and other related equipment and
components. After all sets have been completed, PT Berkat Manunggal Jaya (BMJ), the
local dealer for MGS Series finished gensets,
will install gensets and perform test operations
at 19 Kalimantan districts and 3 Sulawesi
districts, followed by formal
delivery to PLN.
Once all units are in full
commercial operation,
MHIET will provide remote
monitoring services for all
installations.
MHIET is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Forklift,
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Engine & Turbocharger Holdings, Ltd.
(M-FET), which itself is a wholly owned
MHI Group company launched in March 2016.
Starting from July 2016, MHIET has been taking over MHI's engine and turbocharger businesses as well as operations involving the
MGS Series and other diesel gensets.
n
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Spain’s gas-burn for power gen surges 60% in August
Gas-burn for power generation in Spain has ended the month of August with an increase of over 60% to reach
7,800 GWh – the highest figure for this month since 2011, according to Enagas figures. The steep increase
in the contribution of gas in the Spanish power mix was caused by very low hydro power availability and a
lower generation from wind power.

“P

Gazprom sets out power gen strategy for 2018-27

COMPANIES
Bidders gear up for
IMF’s sale of two gas
power stations
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EnergyAustralia, one of the nation’s three big power generators, is understood to have hired Morgan Stanley
to advise on a bid for IFM Investor’s gas-fired power stations in Victoria. The sale of two Ecogen assets, with
a combined capacity of 960 MW, comes amid heightened uncertainty over Australia’s clean energy policy
which has propelled up gas and electricity prices.
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India asks Qatari LNG seller to participate
in power plants
Indian LNG buyers have been courting
the incumbent seller Qatar to invest
in stranded gas-fired power station as a
precondition for new long-term offtake
agreements. “It won't be quid pro quo
but mutual interest [...]” oil minister
Dharmendra Pradhan commented;
“They can share the profit of those
power plants.”
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Bidders gear up for IMF’s sale of two gas
power stations
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2G Energy launches low-emission CHP systems
2G Energy, manufacturer of combined heat and power (CHP) plants, has introduced a new range of lowemission systems. Ranging from 20kWe to 240kWe, the systems emit 90% nitrogen oxide (NOx) compared
with standard (500mg) units.
imultaneous generation of mechanical
energy and heat, called CHP, saves up
to 40% of primary energy and reduces
emissions by up to 60% compared with
conventional large-scale fossil plants.
However, for CHP to fully live up to its environmental credentials, it is vital that the performance of CHP systems is sustained over the
entire lifetime of the system. Having to turn a
CHP plant off due to failed NOx emissions
tests can be expensive.
“Thanks to 2G Energy’s new NOx reduction
technology, the company’s CHP systems in the
g-box, aura and patruus 140 and 240 series are
emitting less than 45mg/Nm3 at 5% O2. That’s
almost 50% less than the most stringent emissions limit set by both the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method (BREEAM) and the new Greater London Authority (GLA) sustainable design and
construction guidelines, and over 90% less than
the standard accepted limit of 500mg/Nm3 at
5% O2,” the manufacturer stated.
Compliance with the GLA’s air quality
standards is a prerequisite for obtaining planning emission.

S

2G Energy’s NOx reduction
technology is an internal part of
the 2G exhaust gas system, so neither the additional external equipment nor the size of the CHP
system will change.
For lower NOx emissions, or to
cover the remaining turbo-charged
CHP fleet, 2G offers a newly developed Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) system to provide NOx levels as low as
10mg /Nm3. SCR is used to convert nitrogen
oxides into the common natural elements nitrogen, water
and small amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2),
thereby reducing the levels of NOx.
“Offering the complete range of NOx reducing technology within our CHP package
makes a significant difference to the usual CHP
systems on the market,” says Mark Holtmann,
head of sales and project management at 2G
Energy Ltd, UK.
“Customers can control the CHP and the
SCR with the same control – there are no interface issues, and no different dial-in procedure
is required for the 2G solution. In addition,

clients

Aura system, a gas CHP plant

can monitor the entire CHP performance with
2G’s new digital cloud-based analysing tool,
my-2G.com, which provides monthly reporting, a data management system, and a range of
other features.”
The 2G product range includes plants with
an electrical output between 20 kW and 2,000
kW for operation with natural gas, biogas and
other lean gases and biomethane. To date, 2G
has installed several thousand CHP plants in 43
countries in the output range between 50kW
and 550kW.
n

Energy Queensland, GreenSync deliver Australia’s biggest VPP
The energy services division of Australia’s Energy Queensland has joined forces with the energy tech firm
GreenSync to create a cloud-based, load control system designed to manage extreme electricity demand
during severe temperature events. Queensland treasurer Curtis Pitt called it “Australia’s biggest virtual
power plant (VPP).”
his virtual power plant system
will have a positive impact on
the affordability, reliability and
sustainability of electricity supply during these severe events,” Mr Pitt said
when launching the launched the virtual power
plant at the Powering North Queensland Summit in Townsville.
Once operational, the VPP is expected to
put downward pressure on the cost of electricity for end-customers, and
help businesses manage
their input
costs. This is
hoped to make
local businesses more
competitive.
GreenSync
CEO Phil

“T

Blythe sees the VPP to set the foundation for
Queensland’s green energy future. “With the
rise of solar and battery storage, this partnership is going to better harness distributed energy resources and deliver increased befits for
the community and the grid as a whole,” he
said.
This approach is meant to enhance the grid
resilience through increased automation and
speed of response. Existing power generating

assets are being grouped as portfolios for a
joint dispatch in the event of peak demand.
According to Treasurer Pitt, “the virtual
power plant will make a difference to everyday
Queenslanders through helping to reduce market volatility and, ultimately, energy prices.”
The deployment of this technology over the
coming months will require a significant workforce for installation, and the state government
expects that the majority of work will completed by local, regional small businesses, as
well as Energy Queensland’s internal labour
force where applicable.
Charles Rattray, Energy Queensland’s general manager for Energy Services confirmed
the utility’s drive to source local labour: “We
are seeking to manufacture some of the hardware required to deliver this new technology
right here in Queensland. Under this partnership [with GreenSync], we are enrolling customers into the virtual power plant platform
ahead of peak summer demand.”
n
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